Daily Site Diary & Observations
Capture and log site data to validate and report on daily site activities.
Verify potential issues which may aﬀect your projects program
with supporting evidence for potential claims.

Features

Beneﬁts
A single source of truth for management

Real time resource head count

Minimise delays

Time management

Mitigate risk

Eﬃcient capture of information from onsite meetings

Saves time and eliminate duplication

Bespoke reporting

Streamlined process management

Mobility tools to streamline processes

Minimise project uncertainties
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22 Bishopsgate
Zutec Enabled Project

22 Bishopsgate is a commercial skyscraper currently under construction in the City of London ﬁnancial district and is
set to stand 278m tall and 62 storeys. This prestigious project will be the second tallest building in the UK and is
designed to oﬀer a ﬂexible workspace for all sizes and scales of businesses to work in. The project was created in
response to the major shifts in the way people work and live, brought about by cultural, demographic and
technological advances in the world of work.
The 62-storey tower will be the ﬁrst of its kind to house a fresh food market, innovation hub, gym, wellbeing retreat
and spa, curated ‘art walk’, business club, cycle hub, destination restaurant, as well as the London’s highest free public
viewing gallery. It will be the ﬁrst UK tower to contain in excess of 100,000 sq ft of integrated amenity and social
spaces, creating an inspiring, healthy and energising workplace for a vibrant and diverse business workforce of 12,000
people.
Multiplex are the main contractors on this project who in turn have contracted the Zutec platform for several of their
processes. The Daily Site Diary & Observations tool was used by all onsite staﬀ to record the daily site activities
and observations such as subcontractor labour count, environmental observations, delays, progress etc.

Zutec Delivered
Task Management

Digital O&M Manuals

Crane Usage Register

Used to capture all tasks such as snags,
defects, observations, incomplete works,
etc. and raise them against the
responsible subcontractors

Used as a collaboration tool for all
subcontractors to upload all of the
required handover information which
is essential for a smooth handover

Used to reduce idle time, with
real time reporting, insights and
analytics and also back charge
subcontractors for their usage

We Worked With

Talk to Us
For more information on what Zutec can oﬀer you.

sales@zutec.com
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